
↑egyand Life

Metabolismis all ofthe cell's chemical reactions that take place

to build of teakdown molecules.

* Common factors ofall metabolic pathways:
7.Begin witha starting molecule and finishes witha product.
2:They require Enzymes to catalyze eachstep.
3:Require multiple steps.
The type of energy thatwe are * Energy can be transferred
interested in is free energy, and it's the

ortransformed butneither
created nordestroyed

energy inthe systemthatis available to * Every energy timesfex
20wox((6) or transformationincreases

the hisother Centropyofthe
universe.

&Metabolic &attways:
/ &

Catabolic Pathway. Keywords: Anabolic pathways.Keyworks:
1) Exergodic reaction 3)Breaking 1) Endergonic reaction

LOW.......
2) spontaneous 6) Cellularrespiration

2)nonspontaneous Photosynthesis

3) Release of energy (free energy
3) Absorption of energy
7/16 is positive (free energy)

1) AS is negative 5) Building of.......



* Example of

1 exergonic reactions:= 1648 / ==s0 cellularrespiration
increase in stability decrease in stability Example ofenhorgonic
progress of reaction-> progress of reaction-> reactions:Photosynthesis.
Exergodic reaction Entergodic reaction

* Exergodic reactions move towards equilibrium. However, entergopic
reactions move away fromequilibrium. Therefore,a normal reaction (one that has
both types ofreaction) don't reachequilibrium (Onlyreactions in closesystems
reachequilibrium *WeCAM DOMOInGe

* Mostreactions in cells are entergonic.They EAAEO*6*ReSS =CeS=

gettheirenergy from exergonic reactions. This is called Neverreach equalit
coupling reactions. SIM De EAETy aNe OpEN

SysEMS
-pepergy is primarly found in ATP.

DATP is highly unstable due to the 3 negativelycharged0 (Repulsion happens)
Therefore, the 3th"caneasily be removed via hyhtolysis, releasing energy.
TATP->iAdP+Forganic phosphate +Energy

② Endergonic
A.3KCal/m01) (negative

rechoe ->5Exergonicreationone

↑ ↓
CATP hyGrolysis)

mmme mus

①xexgonicreaction ④Enhergodic reaction
thatuses the energy fromyielts energy that *p+ 0. stageB

is used to built
ATP



* Enzymes -The catalytic protein
Enzymes help to speed up reactions by lowering the activation energy
WITHOUTbeing consumed * Mostenzymes are made

ofmainly croteins. Some
are RNA, and thus

* Enzymes are very specific with the substrates they bind with calling them Ribozymes.

* Enzymes are bound to theirsubstrates Active

by weak bonds (so thatthe interactions site-8between them is temporary,until the products

Enzyme
↑
substrate

are made

*The Possible Enzyme -Substrate ComplexModels

7) Lockand Rey model: -2) The induced
States the the substrate

fitmodel:States
that the enzyme

is at perfect fit with graduallychanges
the active site of the enzyme.

iTheactive site)
conformation to fully
wraparound the
substrate.

Aftertheenzymelinks withits substrate(s),It
lowers the Exby:

1) Orienting the substrates correctly. 3)Providing a favorable
microenvironment

2) Straining/Stressing the substrates' bonds. 1) Covalently looking to the
substrates



* One of the most defining features ofenzymes afterthe reactants are
turned into products is thattheenzymes DONTgetconsumed from the reaction.

Enzymes have both:
↓ -

lepers (Cofactors):OppositiesNon protein enzymes Inhibitors:
1) Inorganic helpers (likemetalion) 1)Competitive inhibitors.
2)Organicmolecules Coenzyme (like vitamens) Attaches to the enzyme's active

site and thus preventing the
substrate to bind
*We canfix this problemby
increasing the concentrationof the
substrate(s).

2)Noncompetitive inhibitors.
Alters the shape of the
enzyme, and thus greatly reducing
itseffectiveness to the substrate*

Activato.ibitor
Allosteric enzyme Regulatory molecule,Statalized active form The allosteric

Stabalized inactive form enzyme oscillates
between these

*Size notes: &Cooperativityis formofforsee

-

fora reactionto happen,the molecules should 2) Receive energy enoughforthe activationenergy
2)Getvery close to eachotherinthe correct

#Enzymes have the suffix "ase" Orientation

#Enzymes behaviourdepend onallof its structures (Primary,secondary.....
IV) The interactions between the enzymes and theirsubstrates are either:i) Hydrogenbonds

2) Ionic bonds

reaction *The ythpointon how encymes lower to
VIIwhenan enzyme is used is not affected. The stomach
VI) The enzyme Pepsin is at optimal activity in environment(PH=2).
1) The enzyme Trypsin is at optimal activity in basic environment (PH =8).-
#) Enzymes have optimal performance in a The Intestine

specific temperature (PH performanceis affected if the optimal decreases orincreases
>

X) Competitive inhibitors also have the ideal shape to find to the active site.
XI) Theregulatory molecules find with the regulatory site, notthe active site.



v) Some enzymes participatedirectly inthe catalytic
reaction *The ythpointon how encymes lowera

VIIwhenan enzyme is used is notaffected. The stomach
VI) The enzyme Pepsin is at optimal activity in environment(PH=2).
1) The enzyme Trypsin is at optimal activity in basic environment (PH =8).-
IX) Enzymes have optimal performance in a The Intestine

specific temperature (PH performanceis affected if the optimal decreases orincreases
>

X) Competitive inhibitors also have the ideal shape to find to the active site.
XI) Theregulatory molecules find with the regulatory site, notthe active site.


